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The discovery of a 3,000-year-old civilization at Sanxingdui raised profound questions about China’s ancient past. Now, researchers believe they’re finally close to finding some answers.
The Mysterious Ancient City That’s Rewriting Chinese History
Using biofabrication, Chen and his team created the 3D-liver tissue ... functions of the liver in health and disease,” said Shu Chien, a professor of Medicine and Bioengineering, director ...
Giant Leap in Bioprinting: Scientists Develop Functioning, 3D-Printed Liver Tissue
NCU Graduate Institute of Hydrological and Oceanic Sciences associate professor Chien Hwa, graduate student Cheng An, institute director Ni Chun-fa, and Hsu Shu-kun, director of NCU’s School of Earth ...
Locally made data buoys to take part in Arctic mission
The Tour hits the home straight after a rest day, starting with this hilly stage ...
Tour de France: stage 16 – live updates!
“You deserve an eternity in hell,” Onondaga County Supreme Court judge Kevin Mulroy told me from his ... the SHU yards in this prison for about four years now. I haven’t seen a tree or ...
Essay - 25 years in solitary confinement
Every day, countless diehard golfers drove by or snuck in, watching a long-overdue, 16-million dollar renovation---new grass, a dismantled clubhouse, a new driving ...
Harding Park golf course review
The author cherished a memory of Han officials in his ... Shu with seven characters to a line: Where is the Prime Minister's temple, Deep amidst cypresses outside ]inguan (Chengdu). Lush growths ...
Huiling Mausoleum and Zhuge Liang Memorial Temple of the Three Kingdoms (220-280)
The largest Native American reservation in the U.S. includes parts of three Arizona counties, all of which had different approaches to precinct voting in the 2020 general ...
Tribes say voting access hurt by US Supreme Court ruling
While national park sites out West might get more attention, the Midwest has its own gems, including the country's only national lakeshores.
Check out these 16 underrated Midwest national park gems
Perhaps moved by the endless rows of ready-to-assemble creations, one man pops the question of baby creation to his lover ... planting trees to porn. While the pair are never named, they ...
Singapore Repertory Theatre's Lungs breaks down the ethics of having kids
We believe two of the most essential things to enjoying the Fourth of July are ice cream and a hammock under a shade tree. The Sauer ... In addition to his athletic achievements, Cunningham ...
Pages from the Past
My father — who has spent more than half his life in Canada and ... but no birds have come. San Shu has even dug a large pond and planted fruit trees to attract bugs that swiftlets like to ...
Chasing Birds with My Father
Let’s return to Brian Aldiss and his first visit to China ... and scientific development. 2. See the studies by Chien Chun, Chen Hongguang, and Wu, Ke Huan Wen Xue Lun Gang [Essentials of Science ...
SPECIAL ISSUE ON CHINESE SCIENCE FICTION (Edited by Yan Wu and Veronica Hollinger)
What makes it extra special special for Wieland is he’ll get to coach his son Brett ... with winding fairways—many lined by trees—and elevation changes that range from subtle to significant.
Area state qualifiers have young resumes
What did the classical Chinese thinkers have to say about law in their search for theWay? Wejen Chang brings a fresh perspective to the most prominent Chinese ...
In Search of the Way: Legal Philosophy of the Classic Chinese Thinkers
Among the bronzewares, such as trees and large masks, a bronze figure with a square altar-shaped bronzeware held up in his hands has never ... be the remnants of the Shu Kingdom, dating back ...
2nd LD-Writethru-China Focus: Over 1,000 relics unearthed at the Sanxingdui Ruins
Just as a tree that is not fertilized ... The righteous Asa should have turned only to God in his search for a cure? The medieval scholar, Rabbi Joshua ibn Shu'eib, frames the story as follows ...
Why seek medical expertise? Why not turn to G-d alone?
“Furthermore, when Israeli settlers shot at and seriously wounded two Palestinians during clashes in Shu’afat ... Muhammad Sabbah told Al Jazeera his family was one of eight that were facing ...
The hardline Israelis stoking violence in East Jerusalem
The park also includes the Old Courthouse, one of the oldest standing buildings in the city, where Dred Scott and his wife ... on everything from pawpaw trees and the Mississippi River to Lewis ...
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